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Grand Cru  

2017 Chateau Roc de Cambes Cotes de Bourg – $84.98 

2016 Lateral Red Wine – $38.98 

*** 

Sparkle 
Jacques Lassaigne Brut Blanc de Blancs Les Vignes de Montgueux Champagne – $54.98 

2017 Xavier Weisskopf Le Rocher des Violettes Montlouis sur Loire Petillant Originel – $22.98 

 

*** 

Ultimate Reds 
2018 Mer Soleil Pinot Noir Reserve Santa Lucia Highlands – $45.98 

2019 Domaine de Fenouillet Ventoux – $13.98 

*** 

Vintage Values 
2017 Seabold Bold Pinot Noir Santa Lucia Highlands – $24.98 

2017 Skyfall Cabernet Sauvignon – $13.98 

 

Refer to www.vintagewinemerchants.com/blog/news for your notes. 

  

http://www.vintagewinemerchants.com/blog/news
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2017 Chateau Roc de Cambes Cotes de Bourg  
Bordeaux, France 
 
Côtes de Bourg is an appellation on the Right Bank of the Bordeaux wine region, producing 
primarily red wine based on the Merlot grape variety, but also a small quantity of white.  The 
appellation covers wines made in the area around the town of Bourg, located 12 miles north-
west of Bordeaux proper.    

Roc de Cambes is made by the meticulous, eccentric and inspired François Mitjavile.  It is located 
in the Bourg-Cotes de Bordeaux appellation, lies some 45 minutes to the north-west of Saint-
Emilion, on the banks of the Dordogne river.  It is over twice the size of its ‘big brother’ Tertre 
Roteboeuf, comprising 14 hectares of mostly Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon on rock shelves 
with deep clay-limestone soils overlooking the Gironde river.   

 

*** 

94 Vinous - The 2017 Roc de Cambes is even better from bottle than it was from barrel. Rich, 
dense and explosive, with tremendous power the 2017 is positively stellar from the very first 
taste. Macerated dark cherries, sage, spice, star anise, orange zest, mint and new leather give the 
2017 an exotic, racy feel that is hard to fully describe. In the glass, the 2017 possesses off the 
charts aromatic intensity and tons of pure fruit richness, while the 100% new oak is barely 
perceptible. Readers lucky enough to find it will enjoy a wine of tremendous character and 
personality. This is an absolutely stunning wine from Francois and Nina Mitjavile.   
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2016 Lateral Red Wine  
Napa Valley, California 
 
For Marty Mathis, veteran winemaker at Kathryn Kennedy Winery, Lateral has been a continual pursuit 
of quality.  Over twenty years ago, with the fine wines of St. Emillion Bordeaux as his inspiration, Mathis 
set out to create a balanced, luxurious blend from the finest grapes he could access.  This pursuit has 
never wavered, leading him finally to select Napa Valley sources, including top level vineyards such as 
Robert Sinskey, Yount Mill and Pat Garvey. 
 

Lateral is an artisan wine, handmade by Chris Condos (Vinum Cellars and Horse & Plow) in concert with 
owner Marty Mathis.  Condos is renowned for his expertise in high quality, small batch wines and his 
advocacy of Advanced Organics winemaking practices.  For over twenty-five years, he has skillfully 
crafted Lateral, bringing out the greatest possible synergy from these traditional varieties. 

 

Merlot and Cabernet Franc are the dominant grapes that make St. Emillion wine.  Merlot gives the wine 
lush textures, richness and concentration with flavors of plums, blackberry, licorice, chocolate and black 
cherry.  The Cabernet Franc adds aromatic qualities like flowers and spice as well as tannin and structure. 

 

After using California appellation for 22 years, the wine now has made the distinct commitment to finding 
the finest vineyard sources available.  That pursuit has lead to select exclusively Napa Valley grapes.   
LATERAL is made from top level Napa Valley. 

*** 

67% Merlot, 33% Cabernet Franc.  Dark garnet color.  Alluring and sensual impressions of sweet oak 
aromatics combine with cranberry, mocha and purple plums. Loamy earth and mineral notes are present. 
Refreshing plush entry leads to medium weight texture with fresh acid balance. This is a perfectly 
balanced daily drinker wine showing off crushed dark berry, bramblewood flavors and moderate 
tannins.  Very reminiscent of Bordeaux’s more feminine characteristics and keeping with its 
“right bank” inspirations. 
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Jacques Lassaigne Champagne Brut Blanc de Blancs Les Vignes de Montgueux 
Champagne, France  
 
Jacques Lassaigne is a 4.7 hectare family vineyard located in Montgueux. The vineyards boast 
prime southeastern exposure & consist entirely of Chardonnay. The Montgueux vineyard sites 
were originally held for the Montrachet of Champagne & are located near the gates of Troyes—
the former capital of Champagne. This area is technically part of the Aube department, but is 
much further north than what people typically think of as the Aube, in the Cote des bars which 
features wines often primarily made from Pinot Meunier. The terroir in Montgueux is nearly 
identical to the growing sites found further north in le Mesnil, as they share the same limestone 
vein —this is exceptional terroir for making great champagne. There is always an intense 
backbones of acidity in these wines, but since it is located further south than the storied Cotes 
des blancs, ripening is not as much of an issue. The non-vintage Blanc de Blancs is a blend of nine 
different vineyard sites & two successive vintages. 

Emmanuel Lassaigne currently runs the vineyard and began working the vines in 1999.  At that 
time he made the bold decision to craft wines from individual parcels. At the time his local 
neighbors thought him a fool and didn’t understand the method behind his madness. Emmanuel 
makes all the important decisions with the wine virtually alone, and experiments boldly in ways 
that baffle us with their courageousness, for when he decides to make a change, he isn’t able to 
fully realize the results of that change for another 3, 4, 5 or even 10 years. 

The initial tank or barrel fermentations of all Emmanuel’s wine is carried out with only 
indigenous yeast. He sulfurs minimally at press to prevent oxidation, and then never adds any 
sulfur again. Emmanuel disgorges all the bottles by hand himself, a very uncommon practice in 
Champagne, where machine disgorgement is the norm. He developed this technique so he 
wouldn’t have to top up the bottles after disgorgement.  

*** 

The Brut Blanc de Blancs Les Vignes des Montgueux emerges from the glass with perfumed 
green apples, pears and flowers. This authoritative Champagne reveals plenty of persistence, 
with chalky tannins that add an element of zestiness to the finish.  The wine is a touch linear and 
could use a little more finesse, but it is, nevertheless, quite pretty.  
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2017 Xavier Weisskopf Le Rocher des Violettes Montlouis sur Loire Petillant Originel 
Loire, France 
 
 
Xavier Weisskopf founded Le Rocher des Violettes in 2005 after studying winemaking in Chablis 
and Beaune and earning his degree in viticulture and oenology. He quickly went to work for the 
hard working and demanding Lous Barruol at famed Gigondas producer Chateau de Saint 
Cosme. He quickly rose to the rank of chef du cave, making 4 vintages during his tenure. His love 
for Chenin Blanc drew him to Montlouis, where an underappreciation of this historic appellation 
allowed him to acquire 9 hectares of sacred old vine sites (mostly planted pre WWII!). He 
immediately converted the farming of all his vines to certified organics, with the aim to allow 
these precious old vines to speak without obfuscation. This traditional philosophy extends into 
the cellar where his use of older barrels shows the deft touch of true Chenin zen. His goal is 
simply to make wines of clarity and focus, in very much a Thibaud Boudignon-esque style of 
laser precision.  The results are inarguable; they are fact, they are truth. 
 
Montlouis is an appellation just east of the city of Tours, where white wines are made from 
Chenin Blanc in a multitude of styles — from bone dry to unctuously sweet; from still to two 
traditional types of sparkling wine, méthode traditionelle, made like Champagne, and Pétillant, 
which, with half the bubbles of Champagne, is creamier and less vigorously fizzy. 
 
Pétillant Originel, which won legal status from the Institut National des Appellations d’Origine 
in 2007, is different from traditional Pétillant. Most significant, Pétillant Originel must be 
absolutely natural, a product of the grapes harvested and no more. It is illegal to add either sugar 
or yeast at any stage of the wine’s production, although both are commonly used in Champagne. 
 
Xavier’s sparkling wine comes from Le Moulin, a parcel of 10-year-old vines of Chenin Blanc 
planted on clay-limestone soils. After pressing, it is fermented in stainless steel tanks at a low 
temperature for 2 months, then bottled. Hence, fermentation finishes in the bottle, thereby 
providing bubbles without using cultured yeasts for secondary fermentation. The wine is then 
aged sur latte for 28 months before being disgorged – making for a dry, single parcel, 100% 
indigenous yeast sparkling wine.    
 

*** 
 
Interesting nose of apples,  crushed stone minerals and flowers.   The palate is cool and refresh-
ing with a tight dry acidity that leads with flavors of apple skins and orange zest, and it is chalky 
too, with an effusive, broad and quite tangible minerality.  
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2018 Mer Soleil Pinot Noir Reserve  
Santa Lucia Highlands, California 
 

Mer Soleil is named after its two prominent natural growing conditions of the Santa Lucia 
Highlands, sea (mer) and sun (soleil). This coastal appellation of Monterey County gives way to 
high quality Chardonnay and Pinot Noir as mornings and evenings pull in fog from the nearby 
Monterey bay, while the afternoons provide bright, warm sunlight.  The Santa Lucia Highlands 
is well-known as the perfect home for both these varietals. Grapes ripen slowly, enabling wine 
of heightened complexity, with layers of aromas and flavors.  

 

Mer Soleil vineyards sit slightly South of what is the “line of demarcation,” beyond which is too 
cool and moist to grow Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.  Afternoon wind is intense enough to protect 
the grapes from staying too fog-moist. In these conditions, our grapes mature slowly and evenly. 
The unique combination of the sea and sun provide cool and dry growing conditions, developing 
the rich, complex flavors for long lasting wines. 

 

*** 

 

A rich, deep red – the color of Bing cherries – this wine opens with scents of dark berries, 
pomace, and the woodiness of a hiking path in a redwood forest. Soft, powdery traces of old-
fashioned lipstick add an intriguing element to the nose. Entry is smooth, with bright cherry 
flavors and a “berry basket” of blueberries, strawberries, and raspberries. Pomace and brown 
spice infuse the palate, which is round and coats the mouth. An initial flash of fruit gives way to 
soft tannins, natural acidity, and an evocative earthy character. The finish is unusually long, with 
hints of cranberry adding an unexpected note to the mix of this wine’s many layers. 
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2019 Domaine de Fenouillet Ventoux  
Rhone, France 
 
The brothers Soard, Patrick and Vincent, own and operate this impeccable domaine the cellars 
of which are situated in the village of Beaumes de Venise, in the shadows of Mont Ventoux and 
the Dentelles de Montmirail. They trace their lineage as vignerons back to their great-
grandfather, Casimir Soard, whose wines were winning medals as early as 1902. Their 
grandfather, Louis Soard, specialized in the production of the celebrated Muscat de Beaumes de 
Venise during the 1950s and his son, Yvon, father to Patrick and Vincent, continued to work and 
expand the vineyards in Beaumes de Venise and the surrounding communes, although he 
rendered his grapes to the local cooperative rather than vinifying and commercializing the 
wines of the domaine. In 1988, Patrick and Vincent, with the encouragement of their mother, 
Nicole, decided to renew the fame of the estate and constructed the chai and cellars necessary 
to vinify and bottle the full range of appellations available.  The Soard family has always farmed 
with great concern for the environment and now all of the wines produced at the domaine are 
certified “organic”. 

Ventoux is a large wine region in the far southeast of the southern Rhône, on the border with 
Provence. It is located 40 kilometers northeast of Avignon, in the Vaucluse department.  The 
wines made in the Ventoux appellation are very similar to those of the Côtes du Rhône title and 
employ much the same combination of grape varieties. The classic southern Rhone red grape 
varieties of Grenache, Syrah and Mourvèdre are used in the production of most of these wines, 
with Cinsaut and Carignan also used to a smaller extent. 

*** 
This cuvée is a blend of 75% Grenache, 20% Syrah and 5% Carignan. This delicious everyday 
red shows a deep red/black color, with lush spicy aromas of black cherry and blackberry from 
the Grenache and Carignan,  and cool blueberry fruit from the Syrah. The palate is medium 
bodied and a bit spicy with pretty red and black fruits, earth and licorice.   
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2017 Seabold Bold Pinot Noir  
Santa Lucia Highlands, California 
 
Located in the small town of Marina, California, Seabold Cellars was established in 2014. The 
origin goes back further, to a shared bond between Chris Miller and Peter Figge. Chris and Peter 
had much in common: a lifetime dedicated to studying their craft, visiting and working in 
vineyards around the world, exposure to many of the world’s greatest wines, and a shared belief 
that the Monterey Bay could join that conversation. Together they explored the top vineyard 
sites in the region, working together and learning from each other, excited about the potential 
that lay ahead. After several vintages of collaborating together, Peter passed away suddenly in 
2017, and Chris took over the operation of the winery to honor and continue Peter’s legacy. 

Prior to founding Seabold Cellars, Chris spent most of his career in fine dining restaurants. A 
New Orleans native, he worked his way through college learning about food and wine at Emeril’s 
and the Brennan family’s restaurants. The day after graduation, he moved across the country to 
study wine at Seattle’s legendary Canlis Restaurant. Inspired by the energy of  up-and-coming 
Washington winemakers, Chris spent all his free time working in cellars in Walla Walla, making 
his first wine in 2006. In 2008, Chris took the position of wine director for Wolfgang Puck’s 
flagship restaurant, Spago Beverly Hills, quickly developing the program into a Wine Spectator 
Grand Award winner. While there, he worked towards his Master Sommelier diploma while 
regularly hosting many of the country’s largest wine collectors’ tastings. Chris spent harvests - 
and the few days off he had - in Sta. Rita Hills, working and studying under Greg Brewer at 
Brewer-Clifton and Melville. After 20 years in restaurants, he finally made the full-time switch, 
trading in his suit and tie for jeans and boots. 

*** 
 

Paraiso Vineyard sits at the southern end of Santa Lucia Highlands. This wine originates from 
the first plantings of Pinot Noir in Santa Lucia Highlands, a rocky outcropping rising up to 1400’ 
in elevation.   Dried blueberries, plums of every color, roasted Bing cherries, and a  soy-umami 
savory character. 
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2017 Skyfall Cabernet Sauvignon  
Columbia Valley, Washington 
 
Skyfall Vineyard began in Spring 2014 with a lineup of wines from the Colombia River valley.  
The balance imparted by the near-perfect Columbia Valley growing conditions and expert wine-
making make Skyfall Vineyard wines exceptionally food friendly. 
 
Skyfall Vineyard was named for massive car-sized boulders scattered among the vines, appear-
ing to have fallen from the sky. These glacial rocks were left in the wake of the ancient Missoula 
floods that cut the Columbia River. Floods deposited silty loam soil mixed with volcanic ash for 
soil conditions that create complex, elegant wines. 
 
Dave Minick, 3rd generation Washington State grower, oversees all vineyard management for 
consistent, perfectly ripe grapes across Skyfall vineyard sites. All vineyards receive the same 
environmentally responsible care with minimalist intervention including a new compost pro-
gram for naturally enriching soils and use of low impact vehicles in vineyards. 
 
Skyfall Vineyard fruit is sourced from Washington’s top AVAs within Columbia Valley including 
Horse Heaven Hills, Wahluke Slope, and Yakima Valley. Columbia Valley has optimal growing 
conditions with hot days allowing grapes to ripen and cool nights where acidity develops. This 
means Skyfall Vineyard wines are well balanced between the crisp acidity, firm tannins, and ripe 
fruit structure, ready for immediate enjoyment. 
 

*** 
 
This Cabernet boasts notes of black currant from the nose to the mid-palate, with the fruit evolv-
ing into dark blackberry with hints of cocoa and vanilla. A structured wine with nice, lingering 
flavors. 
  
 
 


